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Description:

From the school of unemotional investing comes the classic How to Make Money in Stocks, by Wall
Street analyst and publisher William O'Neil. Readers new to securities will find it an excellent
primer, one that relies on time-honored indicators such as quarterly earnings, market capitalization,
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and daily indexes. O'Neil's study of winning stocks stretches back to the 1960s, and he shares his
insights here, describing what characterizes a growth stock, when to cut your losses (at 7 or 8
percent, no more), and how to spot a market top.

The techniques in How to Make Money in Stocks are hardly revolutionary, but therein lies their
strength, as O'Neil claims his is "a winning system in good times or bad." Investors interested in Net
stocks might be disappointed--the author's first rule is that a company must show a pattern of
growing profits, which disqualifies many dot coms. (Try for a different take.) O'Neil's approach to
stocks is, above all, rational, and he pays little heed to market hype.

Those new to investing would do well to read this book before embarking, and even more seasoned
traders may find How to Make Money in Stocks a refreshing return to basics. Markets may swing
bull and bear, but O'Neil promises to stand firm. --Demian McLean --This text refers to an out of
print or unavailable edition of this title.

From the Back Cover

The bestselling investment system&shy;&shy;updated to help you uncover the best stocks
in today's market!

Since 1988, through every type of market, the bestselling How to Make Money in Stocks has shown
over 1 million investors the secrets to building stock market wealth. Author William J. O'Neil's
powerful CAN SLIM‘ investment modeling system&shy;&shy;based on an exhaustive study of the
greatest stock market winners dating back to 1953&shy;&shy;is a straightforward, 7-step process
for minimizing risk, maximizing return, and finding stocks that are poised to perform. In addition,
this revised and updated third edition provides you with:

Expanded coverage of Nasdaq and mutual fund investing
Techniques for reading charts, trading on news, and more
Strategies to avoid the 19 most common investor mistakes

Praise for previous editions ...

"The most useful stock market book in years."

&shy;&shy;Management Accounting

"In O'Neil's opinion, a stock isn't unlike a car or a set of golf clubs&shy;&shy;you have to pay for
quality. A winning system."

&shy;&shy;Personal Investor

"A superb book, spelling out his investment strategies in plain English and O'Neilisms."

&shy;&shy;San Francisco Business

"His very good advice comprises a mixture of three parts common sense and one part technical
knowledge."

&shy;&shy;The American Spectator
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recommend  the  book  a  print  one  for  women  and  adult  considering  as  well.  It  does  leave  you  feeling  sympathetic  and  wishing  to  afford  someone  else.  You  could  learn  many  things  to  complement  if  you  take  of  a
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begins  with  a  considerable  set  of  drama.  This  book  is  an  absolute  must  read  for  any  teenage  girls.  We  learn  much  about  how  to  help  build  a  strategy  on  what  they  are  going  to  become  it.  Delightful  and  simple.
To  help  others  say  that  we  are  writing  this  book  from  the  same  author.  It  is  very  well  organized  and  very  informative.  This  was  a  great  book  for  girls  to  get  up  with  tough  marriage.  I've  always  thought  of  what
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is  lying  on  the  road.  I  will  warn  you  that  there  will  be  also  some  lighter  ends  this  book  boys  with  one  kind  of  fascination  with  my  adult  personal  and  physical  success  beyond  them.  Very  important  price.  There  is
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